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1 Introduction
Higher spin theories containing innite number of particles pose a challenge of how to de-
ne them at the quantum level in a way consistent with their large amount of symmetry.
One particular issue is how to treat sums over innite number of spins. This question was
recently addressed on examples of simplest higher spin partition functions in [1] follow-
ing [2{8].
Our aim will be to study this issue in the context of S-matrix of scalars interacting
via exchange of an innite set of higher spin elds. This is an analog of the Veneziano
amplitude in string theory where the innite tower of exchanged elds are massive. This
set-up was originally discussed in [9] where a tree-level scalar scattering amplitude with
standard massless higher spin particles exchange was considered. Since an interacting
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theory of massless higher spin particles ought to be not well-dened in at space (cf. [10{
12]) the computation of [9] is, however, hard to embed into a consistent theory.
Here instead we shall consider a model where the scalars interact through exchange
of a tower of conformal higher spin elds. Conformal Higher Spin (CHS) theories are
generalisations of d = 4 Maxwell (s = 1) and Weyl (s = 2) theories that describe pure
spin s states o shell, i.e. have maximal gauge symmetry consistent with locality at the
expense of having higher-derivative kinetic terms [13] (see also [7, 14{17]). In contrast to
the two-derivative massless higher spin theory, the CHS theory (that can be dened at
the full non-linear level as the UV singular local part of the induced action of free scalars
with higher spin background elds coupled to all conserved spin s scalar currents [15{17])
may be viewed as a formally consistent (but a priori non-unitary) interacting gauge theory
when expanded near at space.
To introduce a particular model which we shall study in this paper, let us rst recall
the basics of vectorial AdS/CFT duality (see, e.g., [6, 8, 18]). Consider a free CFTd of N
complex scalar elds
S =
Z
ddx ~  @2~ ; (1.1)
with primary conformal operators being on-shell-conserved traceless currents J1:::s of
dimension  = d  2 + s. The latter are bilinear (N) singlets (see [19])
Js(~) = ~
  Js ~  ~  @s ~ ; s = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (1.2)
where Js is an appropriate dierential operator. Introducing source elds hs(x) for all
Js and integrating out ~ , one gets a generating functional for connected correlators of all
currents
 [h] = N log det

  @2 +
X
s
hs Js

: (1.3)
The d-dimensional elds hs may be viewed as gauge elds for the symmetries of the free
classical scalar theory with linearised dierential and algebraic (\trace shifting") symme-
tries generalising the reparametrization and Weyl symmetry of the Weyl gravity. They can
thus be identied with the CHS elds.1
The same functional  [h] (1.3) should follow from the Vasiliev's massless higher spin
theory [20{22] in AdSd+1 upon integrating over the AdSd+1 Fronsdal elds s with Dirich-
let boundary conditions (s

@AdS
= hs). The number of scalars N then plays the role of the
inverse coupling of the higher spin theory in AdSd+1 (appearing in front of its classical ac-
tion). All quantum (order N0; N 1; : : :) corrections to the generating functional computed
from the Vasiliev's theory should then vanish to match the boundary theory result.2
1Demanding invariance under non-linear symmetries for a particular subset of elds may require intro-
ducing extra terms non-linear in hs (like in scalar electrodynamics or in covariant coupling to a curved
metric). However, being local (involving powers of hs elds at the same point), they would not change the
values of the CFT correlators of primary operators Js at separated points.
2More precisely, what should vanish are corrections to derivatives of the generating functional at sepa-
rated points.
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The quadratic term in hs term of  [h] in (1.3) is
 2[h] = N
X
s
Z
hsKshs ; (1.4)
(1.5)
with
Ks  N 1hJs(x)Js(x0)i  Ps jx  x0j4 2d 2s  Ps @2s+d 4 (d)(x  x0) log  + : : : (1.6)
where Ps is the transverse traceless projector and  is a UV cuto. From now on, we
assume d is even. Thus the UV singular part of  2 is proportional to the collection of CHS
kinetic terms
R
ddx hs Ps @
2s+d 4 hs .
Suppose now we start with N + 1 scalar elds, ~ and , couple them to the CHS elds
hs via the currents Js(~)+Js() and integrate out only N scalars ~. The resulting eective
theory will contain the remaining scalar  coupled to the CHS elds hs described by the
induced action, i.e.
S[; h] =
Z
ddx

@2+
X
s
hs Js()

+  [h] ; (1.7)
where  [h] = N
P
s[
R
hsKshs+O(h3)]. The UV singular local part of  [h] may be identied
with a non-linear CHS action [15{17]. One may then compute the S-matrix for  due to
the exchange of the tower of all CHS elds hs. Assuming N (or the inverse CHS theory
coupling) is large we may treat self-interactions of hs in perturbation theory.
While a non-trivial S-matrix for  is not a natural observable in the boundary CFTd
(which is a free theory from the start) this set-up is in a sense a higher spin theory analog of
the computation of the 4d gluon S-matrix from the AdS5 point of view [23] where one rst
\integrates out" SU(N) gauge vectors to \build" the bulk geometry, and then considers
the scattering of extra gluons on a probe 3-brane.
In general, one may study the case when the CHS part  [h] of the model (1.7) is given
by either the full non-local induced action (i.e. with kinetic term Ps @
2s+d 4 log(@2=2))
or simply its local UV singular part Ps @
2s+d 4 log . The latter choice is preferable when
trying to include also self-interactions of hs: the nite part of the full induced action is
a priori anomalous, breaking the classical algebraic symmetries of the CHS elds.3 At
the same time, the local log  part of  [h] is invariant under the symmetries of the CHS
theory [16, 17].
In what follows we shall study the model (1.7) viewed as a local CHS theory interacting
with a free conformal scalar matter, i.e. assume that only the local part of  [h] dening the
3The anomalous part of the eective action does not, however, contribute to the correlation functions of
conformal current operators at separated points (the anomaly expressions contain at least two elds at the
same point). For example, a scalar  coupled to the background metric g =  + h in a reparametri-
sation and Weyl-covariant way (i.e. with (d 2)
4(d 1) R
 term included) has Weyl-anomalous (starting with
cubic (h2)
3 order) eective action but its UV divergent part  (Weyl tensor)2 is Weyl-invariant to all orders.
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Figure 1. Tree-level diagram.
Figure 2. Box diagram.
CHS action S[h] is kept with coecient   N as the (inverse) coupling constant. Starting
with (1.7) and rescaling hs as hs !
p
N hs , we get
S[; h] =
Z
ddx

 @2 +
X
s
hs Ps @
2s+d 4 hs +
1p

X
s
hs 
Js + h3

+O

1

h4

:
(1.8)
Thus at the leading 1 order we get the four-scalar tree level diagram (gure 1) with two
1p

vertices. Here the solid line (|) stands for the scalar  propagator and the dashed line (- - -)
for all CHS propagators. We shall explicitly compute the corresponding amplitude below.
In addition, we shall also discuss the one-loop corrections to 4-scalar scattering. An
example of such one-loop order 1
2
diagram is the 1-PI one (gure 2) with four 1p

vertices.
The one-loop four-scalar amplitude of order 1
2
receives also contributions from non-
1-PI diagrams which are the tree-diagrams in gure 1 where the scalar legs, the CHS
propagators and the vertices get the 1 corrections due to the scalar self-energy diagram,
the CHS self-energy diagram, and the charge-renormalization diagram.
We will start in section 2 with a description of the model of a free scalar eld coupled to
a tower of CHS elds. In section 3 we will compute the tree level amplitude corresponding
to gure 1 using a particular regularisation prescription for the sum over all spins. The
resulting amplitude will have a special scale-invariant form and will vanish due to the
constraints of the massless scalar kinematics.
As we shall show in section 4 the vanishing of the four-scalar amplitude is, in fact,
implied by the global CHS symmetry of the model. This will thus justify our choice of the
summation over spins prescription.
In section 5 we will consider the one-loop amplitude given by gure 2 and similar
diagrams limiting the computation to the local UV divergent ()2 contribution to it.
Some concluding remarks will be made in section 6.
In appendix A we will review the global CHS symmetry transformations. In appendix
B we will present the explicit form of the cubic and quartic vertices in the CHS action
relevant for the computations in section 5. The transverse traceless gauge xing and the
corresponding ghost action will be discussed in appendix C.
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2 Scalar eld interacting with conformal higher spin elds
Let us start with a free complex massless scalar  with the at space action
Sfree[] =
Z
ddx @2  : (2.1)
This free theory admits innitely many conserved (on-shell) currents, which are traceless
due to conformal invariance. A generating function for such traceless conserved currents
may be dened using an auxiliary vector u as (see [19])
J(x; u) =
1X
s=0
1
s!
J1s(x)u1   us : (2.2)
Here
J(x; u) = d(u; @x) J(x; u) ; (2.3)
where J(x; u) is the generating function of traceful currents
J(x; u) = 

x+
i
2
u



x  i
2
u

; (2.4)
and d is an operator mapping the traceful currents into traceless currents [9, 17]
4
d(u; @x) =
1X
n=0
1
n! ( u  @u   d 52 )n

u2 @2x   (u  @x)2
16
n
: (2.5)
Let us consider an innite set of couplings of  to external higher spin elds hs through
these currents:
Sint[; h] =
1X
s=0
1
s!
Z
ddxJ1s h1s : (2.6)
Introducing
h(x; u) =
1X
s=0
1
s!
h1s(x)u
1   us ; (2.7)
the coupling (2.6) may be written also as
Sint[; h] =
Z
ddx h(x; @u) J(x; u)

u=0
: (2.8)
Due to the transversality and tracelessness of the currents on the scalar mass shell, these
couplings are invariant under
lin h1s = @(1"2s) + (12 3s) ; (2.9)
4Here (q)n =
 (q+n)
 (q)
is the Pochhammer symbol.
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provided  is subject to its free equations of motion. These are linearised conformal
higher spin (CHS) transformations [13]. O the scalar mass shell, these symmetries are
deformed to the nonlinear CHS ones [16, 17] generalising the dieomorphism and Weyl
transformations of the Weyl gravity
CHS h1s = lin h1s +O(h) ; CHS  = O() : (2.10)
For s = 0 the eld h0 is a scalar coupled to J0 = 
, for s = 1 we get a coupling of a
vector h to (1) current, and for s = 2 we get linearised metric h coupled to energy-
momentum tensor.5 The higher spin couplings are natural generalisations of these lower
spin couplings.
Next, we may supplement Sfree[] + Sint[; h] with the dynamical action for CHS elds
hs. The functional of hs invariant under (2.10) can be identied with the local UV divergent
part of the induced action found by integrating out some number of additional scalars [16,
17]. The induced action (discussed already in the Introduction, see (1.3), (1.4), (1.6)) may
be written as [17]
 [h] =
Z
ddp k(p)
 
p2
 d 4
2 G(X;Y ) ~h(p; u1) ~h( p; u2)

ui=0
+O(h3) ; (2.11)
where ~h(p; u) is the Fourier transform of h(x; u) in (2.7) and k(p) is a spin-independent
function
k(p) = c1 log
p2
2
+ c2 : (2.12)
 is a UV cuto (we omit power divergences) and c1; c2 are simple numerical constants.
The operator G(X;Y ) acting on u1; u2 is given by
G(X;Y ) =
1X
s=0
 (d 32 )
24s  (s+ d 32 )  (s+
d 1
2 )
C
( d 3
2
)
s
 Xp
Y

Y
s
2 ; (2.13)
where C
()
s (z) is the Gegenbauer polynomial and X and Y are dierential operators de-
ned by
X = p2 @u1  @u2   p  @u1 p  @u2 ;
Y =

(p  @u1)2   p2 @2u1
 
(p  @u2)2   p2 @2u2

: (2.14)
Keeping only the singular log  part of k(p) or, equivalently, replacing it by a renormalized
constant  = c1 log 
2 (proportional to the number N of scalars that were integrated out
and playing the role of the overall inverse coupling constant) we may dene the local CHS
action as
SCHS[h] = 
Z
ddp
 
p2
 d 4
2 G(X;Y ) ~h(p; u1) ~h( p; u2)

ui=0
+O(h3) : (2.15)
5Other standard scalar coupling terms such as hh
  for electrodynamics and (d 2)
4(d 1)R
  for Weyl
gravity can be absorbed into a redenition of h0 .
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The quadratic part of (2.15) represents a collection of free conformal spin s actions [13]
SCHS;2[hs]  
Z
ddx hs Ps @
2s+d 4 hs ; (2.16)
where as in (1.6) the operator Ps is transverse traceless projector. SCHS;2[hs] is invariant
under (2.9) and in d = 4 may be interpreted as the square of the linearised spin s analog
of Weyl tensor. The important point here is that the relative normalisation of conformal
spin s elds in the induced action are xed by the coupling Sint[; h] (2.6) (other choices
of normalisation would break the CHS symmetries (2.10)).6
3 Four-scalar tree-level scattering amplitude
Given the system of CHS elds coupled to a free scalar via (2.6), we can study the simplest
four-scalar scattering process with the exchange of all CHS elds (gure 1). This provides
an interesting example when the issue of denition of the sum over all spins becomes
important. Ref. [9] analysed a similar process where the exchanged particles were the
standard massless Fronsdal higher spin ones. There, the scattering amplitude was obtained
as a function of innitely many undetermined coupling constants between the massless
higher spin elds and a scalar. In the present case all the   hs coupling constants are
xed up to an overall factor (the coupling constant  1 of the CHS theory) and as a result
the amplitude will be given by an explicit expression in terms of a sum over spins.
3.1 Conformal spin s exchange
To compute the relevant four-scalar amplitude we start with the vertex (2.6) and consider
integrating over hs (in quadratic approximation only) while keeping  as external elds:
hSint[; h]Sint[; h] i0
=
1X
s=0
Z
ddp
(2)d
1
(s!)2
~J1s(p)
D
~h1s(p) ~h1s( p)
E
0
~J1s( p) : (3.1)
Here ~Js are the Fourier transforms of the bilinear conserved currents in (2.2) and the free
propagators of the CHS elds are (in transverse traceless gauge)D
~h1s(p) ~h
1s( p)
E
0
=
ns
2 s!
P1s1s(p)
(p2)s+
d 4
2
; (3.2)
where P1s1s(p) = 
1s
1s + : : : is the projector to transverse traceless totally symmetric
tensors and  is the overall coecient in (2.15). Since the propagators are contracted with
traceless and conserved currents (the external scalar legs are assumed to be on-shell), all
other terms denoted by dots in Ps will drop out.
6One can also compute the h3 term in the local CHS-invariant log  part of the induced action [16, 17].
Extending the construction of the non-linear CHS action to higher orders in hs appears to be technically non-
trivial and may require a new method which is non-perturbative in number of elds (see in this connection
discussions of the unfolding program for CHS elds [24{26]).
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The coecients ns in (3.2) are given by the normalisation of the quadratic part
in (2.15). That they are completely xed is equivalent to the fact that the   hs
coupling constants are all xed. Explicitly, eq. (2.15) contains dierent tensor structures
represented by dierent monomials in X and Y . As we have remarked before, since the
propagators are contracted with traceless conserved currents, only traceless and transverse
terms are relevant. The Y operator contains at least one trace or divergence, so it is su-
cient to consider only the Y -independent part of the CHS action, i.e. to expand G(X;Y )
in (2.13) as
G(X;Y ) =
1X
s=0
 (d 32 )
23s  (s+ d 12 )
Xs
s!
+O(Y ) : (3.3)
As a result, one nds
ns =
23s  
 
s+ d 12

 (d 32 )
: (3.4)
Let us represent (3.1) as a sum over spins
hSint[; h]Sint[; h] i0 =  1
1X
s=0
ns Vs ; (3.5)
where the spin s contribution is found to be
Vs =
1
2 s!
Z
ddp
(2)d
~J1s(p)
1
(p2)s+
d 4
2
~J1s( p)
=
1
2 s!
Z
ddp
(2)d
1
(p2)s+
d 4
2
(@u1  @u2)s d(u1; i p) ~J(p; u1) ~J( p; u2)

ui=0
; (3.6)
where d was dened in (2.5). The Fourier transform of the traceful-current generating
function (2.4) is given by
~J(p; u) =
Z
ddx e i xp 

x+
i
2
u



x  i
2
u

=
Z
ddk dd`
(2)2d
~(k) ~(`) eu
k+`
2 (2)d (d)(p+ k   `) : (3.7)
Using this expression we can represent Vs in (3.5) as
Vs =
1
2
Z
ddk1 d
d`1 d
dk2 d
d`2
(2)4d
(2)d (d)(k1 + k2   `1   `2)
 ~(k1) ~(`1) ~(k2) ~(`2)As(k1; k2; `1; `2) ; (3.8)
where As is the spin-s exchange amplitude (p = k1   `1 = `2   k2)
As(k1; k2; `1; `2) =
1
2 (p2)s+
d 4
2
(@u1  @u2)s
s!
d(u1; i p) e
1
2
[u1(k1+`1)+u2(k2+`2)]

ui=0
: (3.9)
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Using the explicit expression for d in (2.5) the resulting t-channel amplitude due to spin
s exchange is found to be
A(t)s (s; t; u) =
1
2( 4)s ( t) d 42
[s=2]X
n=0
1
22n n! (s  2n)! ( s  d 52 )n

s  u
s + u
s 2n
=
1
2( 8)s (d 32 )s
1
( t) d 42
C
( d 3
2
)
s

s  u
s + u

: (3.10)
Here s; t; u are the Mandelstam variables (with s + t + u = 0 in the present massless scalar
case) and C
()
n (z) is the Gegenbauer polynomial.
Since the theory under consideration is conformal, the amplitude has a manifestly
scale-covariant form. In particular, in d = 4 it depends only on ratio of the Mandelstam
variables (also, in d = 4 the Gegenbauer polynomial reduces to the Legendre one).
The total summed over spins t-channel amplitude is thus given by (cf. (3.5), (3.8))
A(t)(s; t; u) =  1
1X
s=0
nsA
(t)
s (s; t; u) = 
 1 1
2 ( t) d 42
Fd

  s  u
s + u

; (3.11)
where the function Fd(z) is given by
Fd(z) =
1X
s=0
ns
23s (d 32 )s
C
( d 3
2
)
s (z) : (3.12)
Using the expression for ns in (3.4) , Fd(z) simplies to
Fd(z) =
1X
s=0
(s+ d)C
(d)
s (z) ; d 
d  3
2
: (3.13)
For generic values of z , the sum over spins diverges and thus needs to be dened with a
certain regularisation prescription.
3.2 Summing over spins
In general, a particular denition of the sum over spins and thus the resulting expressions
for the scattering amplitudes should be consistent with the underlying symmetries of the
theory.7 We shall return to this point below but let us rst proceed formally, choosing
a natural cuto prescription to dene the sum over s. Let us introduce a parameter
w = e " < 1 (with "! 0), compute the sum and then dene (3.13) as a limit w ! 1
Fd(z) = lim
w!1
Fd(z; w) ; Fd(z; w) =
1X
s=0
(s+ d) w
sC(d)s (z) : (3.14)
7One may draw an analogy with the Veneziano amplitude in string theory where one also sums over
an innite number of dierent (massive) eld contributions. When computing it in string eld theory
context, one would also need to choose a particular summation over modes prescription. This prescription
is selected automatically in the rst-quantised world sheet approach in which the 2d conformal invariance
and the associated space-time symmetries are built in.
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We may write Fd(z; w) as
Fd(z; w) = w
1 d d
dw
 
wd
1X
s=0
wsC(d)s (z)
!
; (3.15)
and use the expression for the generating function
P1
s=0w
sC
(d)
s (z) = (1  2zw +w2) d
for the Gegenbauer polynomials to dene the regularized expression for Fd(z; w) by an
analytic continuation:8
F regd (z; w) = d
1  w2
(1  2z w + w2)d+1 : (3.16)
Notice that F regd (z; 1) happens to vanish for z 6= 1, while for z = 1 , we get
F regd (1; w) = d
1 + w
(1  w)d 2 ; (3.17)
which diverges as w ! 1 . Thus F regd (z) is a particular distribution with support localised at
z = 1. In fact, it is just proportional to the (d  4)-th derivative of the delta-function, i.e.9
F regd (z) =
( 1)d 4
(d  4)! 
[d 4](z   1) ; i:e: F reg4 (z) = (z   1) : (3.18)
The above regularisation of the sum over spins is essentially the same as the one used
in [1, 5, 7] in the context of higher spin partition functions. In the case of CHS theory in d
dimensions (or d-dimensional boundary theory) the sum
P1
s=0 fd(s) was rst replaced by
the convergent sum
P1
s=0 e
 "(s+d)fd(s) where d = d 32 and then taking the limit "! 0
all 1"n poles were dropped.
The same result (3.18) is found also using another natural regularisation prescription
utilizing integral representation for the Gegenbauer polynomials. For simplicity, let us
focus on the d = 4 case where (3.13) reduces to
F4(z) =
1X
s=0

s+
1
2

Ps(z) : (3.19)
Here Ps = C
(1=2)
s is the Legendre polynomial. The idea is to use the integral representation
Ps(z) =
1

Z 
0
dx

z +
p
z2   1 cosx
s
; (3.20)
and interchange the summation over s with the integration. Performing rst the sum we
nd the following integrand
1X
s=0

s+
1
2

z +
p
z2   1 cosx
s
=
z + 1 +
p
z2   1 cosx
2 (z   1 +pz2   1 cosx)2 : (3.21)
8The radius of convergence of the series in w is not greater than 1 (it is 1 when jzj < 1 and e x when
jzj = coshx  1) so the direct evaluation of Fd(z; 1) gives a divergent expression.
9Starting with (3.16) and changing the variables z = x+ w, 2 = 1  w2 we get
F regd (x; ) = d
2
(x2+2)d+1
. As a result, F regd (z) = lim!0 F
reg
d (x; ) =
( 1)d 4
(d 4)! 
[d 4](x) :
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Here we have also used an analytic continuation since for any x 2 [0; ] , there exists such
z that the series is divergent. Performing the x-integral we get
F reg4 (z) =
1

Z 
0
dx
z + 1 +
p
z2   1 cosx
2 (z   1 +pz2   1 cosx)2 = (z   1) ; (3.22)
i.e. the same result as in (3.18).
3.3 Total amplitude in d = 4
In the case of a complex scalar scattering  !  in d = 4 one nds the total am-
plitude by adding the t-channel and the u-channel contributions following from (3.11)
and (3.18), (3.22)
A! =
 1
4



s
t

+ 
 s
u

: (3.23)
This unfamiliarly looking amplitude actually vanishes due to massless kinematics. Indeed,
choosing the c.o.m. frame (~p1 + ~p2 = 0 = ~p3 + ~p4) and introducing the scattering angle 
for which cos  = ~p1~p3j~p1jj~p3j one can show (using Ei = j~pij) that st =   1sin2 2
; su =   1
cos2

2
.10
Thus the arguments of the delta-functions never vanish for real , i.e. we get
A! = 0 : (3.24)
For the  !  scattering, we nd
A! =
 1
4



u
t

+ 

u
s

=
 1
4



cot2

2

  

cos2

2

; (3.25)
where the two delta-functions correspond to the t-channel and the s-channel contributions,
respectively. These two contributions cancel each other, so that again the total ampli-
tude vanishes
A! = 0 : (3.26)
One may also consider the real scalar case when only the even spin currents in (2.2) are
non-vanishing and thus only the even spin CHS exchanges are contributing. Then only the
even z part of the function in (3.12), (3.22) is relevant and we get for the total amplitude
A(R)! =
 1
8



u
t

+ 

s
t

+ 

u
s

+ 

t
s

+ 

t
u

+ 

s
u

(3.27)
=
 1
8



cot2

2

  

csc2

2

  

cos2

2

 

sin2

2

+ 

tan2

2

  

sec2

2

:
10In general, there may be a possible subtlety in the collinear limit when p1 = rp

2 and one cannot go
to the c.o.m. frame but this limit requires complex momenta and its signicance in the present context is
unclear.
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Here the rst two delta-functions come from the t-channel, the middle two from the s-
channel and the last two from the u-channel exchange. The contributions from the three
channels cancel against each other and we get again
A(R)! = 0 : (3.28)
Thus, while the individual spin s exchange contributions are nontrivial, the total amplitude
vanishes if computed with a particular prescription for summation over spins. As we shall
argue below, the vanishing of the four scalar scattering amplitude is actually implied by
the global CHS symmetry of the theory.
4 Constraints of conformal higher spin symmetry on scalar amplitudes
We have seen that the tree-level scattering amplitude vanishes when a particular regulari-
sation is used to dene the summation over all exchanged spins. The principle that should
be selecting one regularization over the other should be the preservation of underlying
symmetries of the theory.11
The system of CHS elds coupled to massless scalar has the global CHS symmetry
which plays an analogous role to Lorentz or conformal symmetry in standard eld theory.
One may thus require the consistency of a prescription of summation over spins with this
symmetry. For example, the introduction of the regularization factor ws in (3.14) may
be implemented by adding it to the CHS propagator in (3.2). This translates into the
following modication of the quadratic part of the CHS action (2.15) (see (2.13), (2.14))
SregCHS;2[h;w] =
Z
ddp
 
p2
 d 4
2 G(w 1X;w 2 Y ) ~h(p; u1) ~h( p; u2)

ui=0
: (4.1)
One may then ask if this regularized action still preserves the global CHS symmetry which
is reviewed in appendix A.
Below we will demonstrate that the vanishing of the tree amplitude found in the pre-
vious section is actually implied by the invariance under a particular subset of global CHS
symmetry transformations. This provides an evidence of a consistency of the regularization
of the sum over spins used in section 3.
Assuming that CHS symmetry is free from anomalies,12 we would like to analyze
how the global CHS symmetry of the scalar action coupled to the CHS elds constrains
the correlators (and thus the scattering amplitudes) of massless scalar elds. The global
11One possible analogy is with summation over the Kaluza-Klein modes in a 5d theory compactied on
a circle. Viewed as a 4d theory it involves sum over an innite number of KK mode contributions with
manifest symmetry being only 4d Lorentz symmetry, but the requirement of preservation of the original
5d Lorentz symmetry should impose constraints on how one should perform the sum to recover the result
found directly in 5d.
12Possible anomalies from loop graphs may cancel if one sums over all CHS elds. Indeed, it was demon-
strated in [2, 4] that a-coecient of Weyl anomaly of the d = 4 CHS theory vanishes assuming a par-
ticular prescription of summation over spins. The same may apply also to the c-coecient of 4d Weyl
anomaly [1, 4, 5, 8]. As the Weyl symmetry is one of the CHS gauge symmetries, this is an indication that
the same may apply to all algebraic CHS symmetries.
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CHS symmetry should constrain possible interaction terms in the eective action for the
scalars (with CHS elds integrated out, i.e. appearing only on internal lines). In fact,
it may prohibit any non-trivial interaction terms, i.e. may imply the vanishing of the
corresponding S-matrix.
Among the innitely many global CHS transformations (A.7), let us consider the
\hyper-translations" (cf. (A.12)):13
(x) = "1::::r @1    @r (x) : (4.2)
Here "1::::r is a constant parameter. For simplicity, let us restrict the discussion to the
case of real scalars, so that r will take only odd values. Choosing "1::::r proportional to a
product y1 : : : yr where y is an arbitrary vector we conclude that (4.2) implies also the
invariance under
(x) = (ey@x   e y@x)(x) = (x+ y)  (x  y) : (4.3)
The invariance of the scalar four-point correlation function under such symmetry implies
h(x1 + y)(x2)(x3)(x4)i+ h(x1)(x2 + y)(x3)(x4)i
+ h(x1)(x2)(x3 + y)(x4)i+ h(x1)(x2)(x3)(x4 + y)i
  (y $  y) = 0 : (4.4)
Translated to the momentum space this constraint becomes
sin(p12  y) sin(p13  y) sin(p14  y) h~(p1) ~(p2) ~(p3) ~(p4)i = 0 ; (4.5)
where pij =
1
2(pi + pj) and we have used trigonometric identities and momentum conser-
vation, p1 + p2 + p3 + p4 = 0 . Making special choice of the vector y
 as
y = a p12 + b p

13 + c p

14 ; (4.6)
where a; b; c are some arbitrary parameters, and applying the condition (4.5) to the case of
the on-shell scattering amplitude of four real scalars (cf. (3.27)) we get (using that p2i = 0)
sin

1
4
a s

sin

1
4
b t

sin

1
4
c u

A(R)!(s; t; u) = 0 : (4.7)
Since a; b; c are arbitrary, eq.(4.7) is equivalent to s t uA(R)! = 0 , and its solution is given
by the distribution,
A(R)!(s; t; u) = k1(t; u) (s) + k2(u; s) (t) + k3(s; t) (u) ; (4.8)
with arbitrary functions ki. In addition, we may use also the conformal symmetry which is
also a sub-algebra of the CHS symmetry. In particular, in d = 4 the amplitude should be
13Here we shall ignore the trace parts: the trace parts of (4.2) correspond to the trivial symmetries
(vanishing on equations of motion) that will not give any useful conditions for the correlators. There is no
problem in including such symmetries back if needed.
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invariant under the dilatation symmetry (cf. (3.27)), i.e. under the rescaling of momenta
by a real constant 
A(R)!(
2 s; 2 t; 2 u) = A(R)!(s; t; u) : (4.9)
This condition restricts ki to homogeneous functions of degree one. Moreover, the crossing
symmetry of the amplitude requires ki(x; y) = k(x + y) . Combining all these results,
we obtain
A(R)!(s; t; u) = k [(t + u) (s) + (u + s) (t) + (s + t) (u)] ; (4.10)
where k is an overall constant. Finally, imposing the condition s + t + u = 0 , we conclude
that the amplitude completely vanishes.
This formal argument appears to apply not only at the tree but also at the loop
level if the global CHS symmetry is not anomalous. It should also apply to the complex
scalar scattering case. As we have already seen in section 3, the tree-level scalar amplitude
indeed vanishes in a particular regularization of the sum under spins which should thus be
consistent with the CHS symmetry.
It would be interesting to directly verify this vanishing also for the full one-loop on-
shell scalar amplitude. We shall address the computation of the loop amplitude in the
next section.
5 One-loop corrections
Let us now turn attention to the quantum corrections. Here we will not compute the
full one-loop correction to four-scalar amplitude (which is expected to vanish in view of
the symmetry argument in the previous section) but address only the question about UV
singular part of the amplitude. We shall consider the case of dimension d = 4.
In 4d scalar QED, the four-scalar one-loop amplitude contains logarithmic UV diver-
gence coming from loop diagrams with spin-one propagators, and similar divergences are
expected in each conformal higher spin loop. One may ask if these divergences may go
away after one sums over all spins, i.e. if four-scalar one-loop S-matrix is UV nite in the
model of massless scalar coupled to CHS theory. Below we shall address this question by
explicitly calculating such UV divergence.
Since the only coupling constant  in this theory (2.1), (2.6), (2.15) is dimensionless on
dimensional grounds the only possible logarithmic UV divergence in the on-shell eective
action is proportional to the local term
R
d4x ()2. In order to compute the coecient of
this term in the one-loop eective action it is sucient to consider the background eld 
to be constant, i.e. to assume that the external legs in four-scalar one-loop amplitude are
taken at zero momentum (which is a particular on-shell point in a massless scalar theory, so
the result should be gauge-independent). Henceforth we shall focus only on the amplitudes
with vanishing external momenta.
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Figure 3. Box diagram with vanishing external momenta.
Figure 4. Bubble diagram in scalar QED.
5.1 Diagrams contributing to four-scalar scattering amplitude
Box diagram. Let us rst consider the box diagram in gure 3 which involves two
scalar propagators and two CHS propagators. Let us recall that the CHS propagator (3.2)
is proportional to the transverse-traceless (TT) projector P1s1s (k) satisfying
k1 P
1s
1s (k) = 0 = 12 P
1s
1s (k) : (5.1)
When all external momenta vanish, the only non-vanishing momentum in the box diagram
is the internal momentum k, and Ps(k) of spin s CHS propagator will be necessarily con-
tracted with k making the diagram vanish. Therefore, the only non-vanishing contribution
to the local counterterm ()2 may come only from the diagram with s = s0 = 0 , i.e.
from the contribution of the \non-propagating" spin 0 member of the CHS tower (with
free action
R
d4x(h0)
2, cf. (2.16)), and is given by
A
(1)
Box =
n0

2
I() : (5.2)
Here ns is given in (3.4) and I() is the standard UV divergent loop integral,
I() =
Z  d4k
(k2)2
: (5.3)
CHS bubble diagram. The fact that the box diagrams with spin s  1 exchanges do
not give any contribution to UV divergence is similar to the scalar QED case where the UV
divergence arises only from the bubble diagram (gure 4) with two AA 
 vertices. In
the present case of the scalar coupled to CHS theory, we do not have higher order contact
scalar interactions O(h2; 2) in the action (1.7). Hence, one might think that no one-loop
bubble diagrams can induce ()2 term in the eective action because none of them are
1-PI. However, the usual distinction between 1-PI and non-1-PI diagrams does not formally
apply in d = 4 CHS theory due to the presence of non-propagating s = 0 eld which has
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Figure 5. Diagrams contributing to ()2.
hs
h0 hs0
hs
h0
Figure 6. Charge renormalization diagrams.
h0 h0
Figure 7. Non 1-PI diagram with scalar loop.
the (h0)
2 kinetic term (see (2.16)). It turns out that the diagrams in gure 5 (where the
h0 lines there are eectively shrunk to a point and hs loops include also the contributions
of the corresponding ghosts) do produce zero-momentum ()2 terms. We shall return to
the analysis of these contributions in section 5.3.
Charge renormalisation diagrams. The \charge renormalization" diagrams involving
the one-loop correction to the hs 
  vertices may also contribute to the ( )2 contact
term through the h0 internal line (see gure 6).
As in the case of the box diagram, here again the only non-trivial diagrams with
constant external scalars are the ones which involve only s; s0 = 0 internal lines. Moreover,
it follows from dimensional analysis that the there is no h0
3 vertex in the CHS action so
that the only non-vanishing contribution comes from the rst diagram in gure 6 with
s = 0. Its contribution is given by
A
(1)
charge ren: =
n0

2
I() : (5.4)
Scalar bubble diagram. Finally, there is also a possible contact ()2 contribution
from the non 1-PI diagram with scalar loop and non-propagating h0 eld in gure 7.
We nd
A
(1)
scalar bubble = N
n0

2
I() ; (5.5)
where for generality we included the factor N of the number of massless scalars (in the
discussion above we had N = 1).
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Figure 8. One-loop diagrams with ()2 vertices (broken or open lines indicate the origin of these
diagrams in relation to diagrams in gures 3, 6, 7).
hs
hs0
hs hs0
Figure 9. Higher order contact vertices.
hs
hs0
hs
Figure 10. One-loop diagrams with h2 2 and h2 4 vertices.
5.2 Equivalent approach: integrating out h0 rst
The fact that h0 is non-propagating allows one to treat it as an auxiliary eld, i.e. integrate
it out ending up with a local action for the remaining elds  and hs1 . The price is getting
new interaction vertices.
 First, the CHS action itself will be modied. Since the h0 equation is of the form
h0 = O(h2s1) , we get additional vertices at quartic or higher orders. These will not,
however, contribute to the four-scalar scattering at the one-loop order.
 The presence of h0 coupling in (2.6) implies that, after solving for h0, the massless
scalar scalar action acquires the self interaction vertex ()2. As a result, there will
be extra diagrams in gure 8 contributing to the four scalar scattering. These are, of
course, equivalent to the s = s0 = 0 diagram in gure 3, the rst diagram with s = 0
in gure 6 and the diagram in gure 7 with all h0 lines shrunk to a point.
 Finally, there will appear additional interaction vertices between  and hs1, notably,
the vertices of type h2 2 and h2 4 (see gure 9). These lead to extra one-loop
diagrams in gure 10, which again are equivalent to the diagrams in gure 5 with h0
lines shrunk to a point.
In this approach, with h0 integrated out rst, all UV divergences of the four-scalar
scattering amplitudes come from two types of 1-PI diagrams: the one (gure 8) involving
-loops and the other one (gure 10) involving hs-loops (where in general one is also to
add ghost loop contributions):
A
(1)
tot = A
(1)
 loop +A
(1)
hs loop : (5.6)
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The former contributions were already given in (5.2), (5.4) and (5.5) and thus we nd,
symbolically,
A
(1)
 loop = (1 + 1 +N)
n0

2
I() : (5.7)
The dependence on N makes it clear that A
(1)
 loop cannot be canceled by A
(1)
hs loop since
the latter is independent of N .
Thus for generic value of N the one-loop four scalar scattering amplitude will have
a UV divergence, i.e. the amplitude will not vanish contrary to what happened at the
tree level. This may not be in contradiction with the CHS global symmetry argument of
section 4 because scalar loop contributions may render the CHS symmetry anomalous.
One possible approach is to treat the scalar  eld as an external only, i.e. to ignore
all diagrams with  scalar loops altogether. It is then of interest to see if the contributions
the remaining diagrams with CHS loops only in gure 10 may vanish when summed over
all spins. This will be addressed in the next subsection.
5.3 Divergent part of one-loop CHS eective action in constant h0 background
Let us now consider the diagrams in gure 5 (or equivalently those in gure 10) where the
external scalar eld  lines are taken at zero momentum (so that same applies to h0 lines
in gure 5). The UV divergent contribution from the diagrams in gure 5 takes the form
cCHS
n0

2
I()
Z
d4x ( )2 ; (5.8)
where the coecient cCHS encodes the contributions from innitely many CHS eld loops
(gure 10). Equivalently, this constant appears in the UV divergent h0 dependent part of
the one-loop eective action of the CHS theory
 
(1)
div [h0] = cCHS I()
Z
d4x (h0)
2 : (5.9)
On general grounds, the CHS theory SCHS = 
R
d4x(h20 + F
2
 + C
2
 + : : : :) having
dimensionless coupling constant should be renormalizable (the gauge symmetries x the
local action uniquely) and thus the same cCHS log  one-loop coecient should appear in
front of the (linearised) Weyl tensor term if spin 2 background is turned on in addition
to h0 in (5.9). Then cCHS should be the same as the conformal anomaly c-coecient of
the CHS theory. The conformal anomaly a-coecient of the CHS theory (corresponding to
topological Euler number divergence in the eective action) was found in [2, 4, 5] to vanish if
a natural regularization for summation over all spins is used. The same vanishing was found
also for the total c-coecient [1, 4, 8] under the assumption that contributions to conformal
anomaly from higher derivative CHS operators on Ricci at background factorize. One
may thus expect that total cCHS coecient of the UV divergent h
2
0 term in (5.9) should
also vanish.
To check this let us directly evaluate the logarithmically divergent part of the one-loop
eective action of CHS theory assuming that the only non-trivial background is the constant
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Figure 11. CHS eective action in h0 background.
spin 0 eld h0 . To compute cCHS from the diagrams of gure 10 we need to take into account
both the \physical" (gauge-xed) eld loop and the ghost loop contributions, i.e.
cCHS = c
ph
CHS + c
gh
CHS : (5.10)
5.3.1 Physical eld loop contribution
Let us rst consider the loop diagrams involving physical elds. There are two types of
1-PI diagrams in gure 11 and their evaluation requires the knowledge of h0 hs hs0 and
h0
2 hs
2 vertices. These vertices can be represented in momentum space as
h0
hs
hs
=  ~h0(0)Cs(k; @u1 ; @u2)
~hs(k; u1) ~hs( k; u2)

ui=0
; (5.11)
h0
h0
hs
hs
= ~(h0(0))
2Qs(k; @u1 ; @u2)
~hs(k; u1) ~hs( k; u2)

ui=0
: (5.12)
Here the two functions Cs and Qs encode all tensor structures:
Cs(k; @u1 ; @u2) = cs (k
2)s 1 (@u1  @u2)s + : : : ;
Qs(k; @u1 ; @u2) = qs (k
2)s 2 (@u1  @u2)s + : : : : (5.13)
Here dots stand for terms involving at least one trace or one divergence of a eld so that
they drop out in the traceless and transverse gauge that we shall assume. For the same
reason we can consider only h0 (hs)
2 vertices instead of more general h0 hs hs0 ones because
the latter necessarily contain a trace or divergence.
Using the vertices (5.13) we get, respectively, for the left and the right diagram in
gure 11
I1 =
1
4
ns

2 Z
d4k
Cs(k; @u1 ; @u2)Cs(k; @v1 ; @v2) Ps(k; u1; v1) Ps(k; u2; v2)
(k2)2s

ui=vi=0
;
I2 =
1
4
ns

Z
d4k
Qs(k; @u1 ; @u2) Ps(k; u1; u2)
(k2)s

ui=0
; (5.14)
where we have used the propagator (3.2) involving the traceless and transverse projector Ps.
After removing the auxiliary variables ui and vi (which amounts to the contraction of all
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the indices) and performing the k-integral (which reduces to the UV divergent term (5.3)),
we obtain
I1 =
1
4
(2s+ 1) (ns cs)
2 I() ; I2 =
1
4
(2s+ 1)ns qs I() : (5.15)
Here the factor 2s + 1 comes from the trace of the projector Ps (this is the dimension of
the symmetric rank s representation of so(3) which is the traceless and transverse part of
4d Lorentz tensor). The cubic (5.11) and quartic interactions (5.12), or equivalently the
coecients ns cs and ns qs in (5.15) can be extracted from the CHS action. This is done in
appendix B and with the result being
ns cs =  4

s+
1
2

; s  1 ; ns qs = 8

s+
1
2

s  1
2

; s  2 : (5.16)
Finally, using the above expressions, we obtain
cphCHS = 2
3
1X
s=1

s+
1
2
3
+ 22
1X
s=2

s+
1
2
2
s  1
2

: (5.17)
The sum over spins is formally divergent and thus requires an appropriate denition or
regularization to be discussed below.
5.3.2 Ghost loop contribution
To nd the ghost contribution corresponding to the traceless transverse gauge let us con-
sider the gauge symmetries of the classical CHS action. Since we are interested in comput-
ing the one-loop ghost contribution in a constant h0 background, it is sucient to consider
the classical CHS action to quadratic order in all s > 0 elds, i.e. with h0-dependent
kinetic operator
SCHS =
Z
d4x hhjK(h0)jhi ; (5.18)
where hji stands for the contraction of indices. When the background h0 is turned o, the
operator K reduces to that of the free CHS theory. The above action is invariant under
the following gauge transformation (cf. appendix A)
; h = u  @x +

u2   h0F(@u; @x)

 ; (5.19)
where the gauge elds and parameters can be chosen to be doubly-traceless and traceless,
respectively, without loss of generality. The h0 dependent part of gauge transformation
is given with the operator F(@u; @x) = d(@u; @x)  1d+4(@u; @x) . In the following, we shall
gauge x the CHS eld h to traceless and transverse one by making use of the transforma-
tion (5.19).
First, using the  part of the transformation (5.19), we can gauge x the trace of h
to zero. This step does not introduce any ghost (since the transformation is algebraic) but
modies the residual gauge transformation to the form
 h = T (h0; ) = PT [u  @x   h0 G(@u; @x)]  ; (5.20)
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where PT is the traceless projector and the precise form of G(@u; @x) is given in appendix C.
Due to the tracelessness of the parameter  the gauge transformation (5.20) remains linear
in h0 even after this traceless gauge xing.
Second, using the remaining transformation (5.20), we can make the traceless eld
h also transverse. This step involves dierential part of the gauge transformation which
gives rise to a non-trivial Jacobian. The latter can be represented by an appropriate ghost
contribution (see appendix C), with the ghost action being
Sgh =
Z
d4x hcjKgh(h0)jci ; (5.21)
Kgh(h0) = @x  @u T (h0; )

= @x  @u PT [u  @   h0 G(@u; @x)] : (5.22)
The crucial observation is that by shifting appropriately the ghost elds c one can com-
pletely eliminate all h0 dependence. This is to be done spin by spin, starting with the
lower spin, so that each ghost eld is shifted once and then left alone. It is important to
note that the existence of this redenition is due to an additional divergence term in the
operator of gauge transformation. The gauge transformation itself cannot be redened in
such a way that it becomes independent of h0 . The details of this argument are given in
appendix C.
We thus conclude that the CHS ghosts do not couple to a constant h0 background,
and hence
cghCHS = 0 : (5.23)
5.3.3 Summing over spins
The nal expression for the coecient of the divergent h20 term in the CHS action may
thus be written as (see (5.9), (5.10), (5.17), (5.23))
cCHS =  5 + 4
1X
s=0
"
3

s+
1
2
3
 

s+
1
2
2#
: (5.24)
As was mentioned above, this coecient should be expected to be proportional to the
conformal anomaly c-coecient of the CHS theory. The expression for the latter was
found to vanish [4, 5, 8] provided the sum over spins is dened using the e (s+)  cuto
with  = 12 just as in the similar vanishing of the a-coecient [2, 4].
14 The same cuto
factor e (s+d) appeared in (3.15) with d = d 32 =
1
2 in d = 4. Using such exponential
cuto e (s+)  in (5.24) and dropping all singular terms we get
cCHS() =
1
30
 
904   1403 + 752   15  152 ; (5.25)
which does not, however, vanish for a rational value of  .
14The computation of the one-loop conformal anomaly c-coecient in the CHS theory is based on two
assumptions: (i) the CHS action obtained as an induced action in near-at space expansion can be reformu-
lated (using a eld redenition) in such a way that at least quadratic kinetic terms in generic curved metric
background are reparametrization and Weyl invariant; (ii) the higher derivative kinetic operators D2s + : : :
| while not factorizing, in general, into products of D2 + : : : operators in a Ricci-at background [27]
(as they do in AdS or sphere background) | still contribute to c-anomaly in the same way as if they do
factorize (the terms with derivatives of the curvature tensor that obstruct factorization cannot contribute
to C2 conformal anomaly on dimensional grounds).
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The meaning of this observation is unclear at the moment. One possibility is that (5.24)
is missing some contributions making it dierent from the conformal anomaly c-coecient
discussed in [1, 4, 8]. Indeed, the CHS spin s eld conformal anomaly coecients are 6-th
order polynomials15 while the summand in (5.24) is only cubic polynomial in s. At the
same time, the partial spin s contributions to h20 and C
2
 divergent terms in the CHS
action need not match: what is expected to be the same is only the total summed over
spins coecients.
Another possibility is that while cCHS in (5.24) is not related to the conformal anomaly
c-coecient its still determines the UV divergent part of the CHS loop contribution to
the four-scalar amplitude. In that case to resolve the regularization ambiguity it would
be important (as in the tree-level amplitude case in (3.14)) to keep the external momen-
tum non-zero (which would play, e.g., the role of z in (3.19)).16 Equivalently, it would
be desirable to repeat the calculation of the CHS eective action in a non-constant h0
background.
6 Concluding remarks
The d = 4 conformal higher spin theory having vanishing total coecients of the conformal
anomaly (and thus possibly of all higher symmetry anomalies) is a potentially consistent
quantum theory of an innite tower of higher spin elds having a large amount of sym-
metry. While apparently non-unitary due to higher derivatives in the s > 1 kinetic terms
this theory has a well-dened formulation in at space background and thus deserves a
detailed investigation.
Here we have studied the scattering amplitudes for a massless conformal scalar 
coupled to CHS theory. The four-scalar tree-level amplitude is given by the exchange
of the whole tower of CHS elds. We have found that under a natural prescription of
summation over spins the resulting tree level amplitude vanishes. This vanishing turns out
to be in agreement with the expectation based on global extended conformal symmetry.
We also addressed the extension of this computation to one-loop order. We consid-
ered only the simplest case of vanishing external scalar momenta. The one-loop diagrams
contributing to the four-scalar scattering are of two types: (i) involving internal scalar
propagators (i.e. scalar loops), and (ii) involving only CHS eld loops. The former are
potentially anomalous (scalar loop in external CHS background has, in particular, a non-
vanishing Weyl anomaly) and thus the symmetry argument of section 3 about the vanishing
of the total amplitude due to global CHS symmetry need not apply. We have thus con-
centrated on the CHS loop contributions only. The expectation is that the coecient cCHS
of the UV divergent term in the zero-momentum amplitude (or of the ()2 term in the
eective action) should be the same as the conformal anomaly c-coecient and should
15Explicitly, as =
1
720
s(3s + 14
2
s ) [2, 4] and cs   as = 1720s(4  45s + 152s ) where s = s(s+ 1).
16In the case of the one-loop partition function of the massless higher spin theory in AdS it was noticed [5]
that a consistent result can be obtained by rst summing over spins and then removing the UV cut-o.
In our case as well, rst summing over the spins and then sending momentum p to zero may lead to more
sensible result than rst setting momentum to zero and then summing over spins.
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thus vanish after summation over all spins. The expression for cCHS we have found does
not vanish however and that issue requires further investigation. It would be important,
in particular, to clarify the precise relation between the coecient cCHS found in section 5
and the conformal anomaly c-coecient.17
It would be interesting also to apply the methods of the present paper to the computa-
tion of the tree and one-loop S-matrix for the CHS elds themselves (e.g., Maxwell vector
and Weyl graviton). That may provide further evidence for the existence of a consistent reg-
ularization of the sum over spins and may also shed some light on the (non)unitarity issue.
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A Review of global CHS symmetry
Let us review the origin of the global CHS symmetry and its action on the free scalar and
CHS elds following [16, 17].
Transformation of massless scalar eld. The massless scalar action (2.1) may be
written in the following operator representation
Sfree[] = hj p^2 ji ; (A.1)
where (x) = hxji and p^ = i @ . To nd the maximal symmetries of this action we
consider the most general transformation linear in  . In the operator formulation, it reads
 ji = i t^ ji ; (A.2)
where t^ is an arbitrary polynomial in x^ and p^, i.e. a dierential operator acting on (x) .
The condition that it preserves the action (A.1) is
p^2 t^ = t^y p^2 : (A.3)
17To recall, the main logical steps were as follows. The coecient cCHS we computed was the coecient
of the h20 log  term in the CHS eective action. The conformal anomaly c-coecient is the same as the
coecient of the C2 log  term in the CHS eective action. The full UV divergent term in the one-loop
eective action should be invariant not only under the Weyl symmetry and reparametrizations but also
under the whole CHS gauge symmetry. As there is a unique local functional which is invariant under CHS
gauge symmetry [16, 17], the coecients of the h20 and C
2
 terms are thus expected to be the same.
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This denes the maximal symmetries of conformal scalar action up to the trivial ones
i = Cij()
Sfree
j
; Cij =  Cji ; (A.4)
which are proportional to the equations of motions, i.e. vanish on-shell. Such trivial trans-
formations correspond in the case of (A.1) to the operator of the form
t^ = r^ p^2 ; r^y = r^ ; (A.5)
with r^ an arbitrary hermitian factor. The set of operators t^ satisfying (A.3) modulo (A.5)
denes the global CHS symmetry that acts on conformal scalars as in (A.2).18
A convenient way to treat the operators is by using the Wigner-Weyl correspondence
(see, e.g., appendix A in [17]). Then we can map the operator t^ to a phase-space function
t(x; p) = e(x; p) + i a(x; p)  (e; a) ; (A.6)
and all operator products become Moyal products. In this formulation the conformal scalar
transforms as
(x) = e 
i
2
@x2 @ut (x1; u)(x2)

x1=x2=x
u=0
; (A.7)
where the conditions on t^ in (A.6) to represent the CHS symmetry are
p  @x e  (p2 + @2x)a = 0 ; (A.8)
(e; a)  (e; a) +  (p2 + @2x) r ; p  @x r : (A.9)
The algebraic structure is induced from the operator product as (here the commutators in
the r.h.s. are dened using the Moyal ? product)h  
e1 ; a1

; (e2 ; a2)
i
=
 
[ e1 ?; e2 ]  [ a1 ?; a2 ] ; [ e1 ?; a2 ] + [ a1 ?; e2 ]

: (A.10)
The global CHS symmetry contains the conformal algebra with generators
P = (p; 0) ; M = (x[ p]; 0) ; K = (x x  p; x) ; D = (x  p; 1) ;(A.11)
and also other higher spin generators, for example, the generators of hyper-translations
P1:::r = (pf1 : : : prg; 0) ; (A.12)
where f: : :g indicates the subtraction of all traces.
18In fact, the global CHS symmetry in d dimensions is nothing but Vasiliev's HS algebra in (d + 1)
dimensions. The typical formulation of Vasiliev's HS algebra involves dierential operators in (d + 2)-
dimensions, while here we formulated it in terms of dierential operators in d-dimensions. The reason for
the existence of the two descriptions is the fact that the conformal scalar in d-dimension can be formulated
in (d + 2)-dimensions where the role of p^2 is played by the three operators X^2; 2(X^  P^ + P^  X^); P^ 2;
which form an sp(2;R) algebra. See [28] for a recent overview of the HS algebra.
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Transformation of CHS elds. The above symmetry may be also considered as a
global part of the gauge symmetry acting on the CHS elds. It will then be a symmetry
of the action of the free scalars coupled to the CHS elds as in (2.6).
The action of this conformal higher spin symmetry on the CHS elds becomes more
transparent in the so-called dressed formulation [16], where one uses a dierent set of CHS
elds h(x; u) which related to the original one (2.7) by
h(x; u) = d(@u; @x)h(x; u) ; (A.13)
where d was dened in (2.5) (see [17] for details). The CHS action (2.15) then becomes
a non-diagonal functional
SCHS[h] =
Z
ddx U d 3
2

(@x12 @u12)2 @2x12 @2u12

h(x1; u1) h(x2; u2)

x1=x2=x
u1=u2=0
+O(h3) ; (A.14)
where U(z) = (
p
z=2)  J(
p
z=2) (J is a Bessel function). The advantage of working
with h is that the CHS gauge symmetry takes a simple form
 h = [ e ?; u2 + h ] + f a ?; u2 + h g = (0)h + (1)h ; (A.15)
where ? acts on the space of functions in x and u . (0) and (1) are respectively h-
independent and h-linear parts, and the gauge parameters are related to those in (2.9) by
e(x; u) = d+2(@u; @x) (x; u) + (@x  @u) d+2(@u; @x) 1
2(d  1) + 4u  @u (x; u) ;
a(x; u) = d+4(@u; @x) (x; u) : (A.16)
The eld-independent part of the transformation reads
(0)h = u  @x e +

u2   1
4
@2x

a : (A.17)
This coincides with the l.h.s. of (A.8) and the equivalence relation (A.9) can be interpreted
here as a \gauge for gauge" symmetry,
e =

u2   1
4
@2x

r ; a =  u  @x r : (A.18)
Hence for the special parameter (e; a) = (e; a) satisfying (0)h = 0 (which can be interpreted
as the conformal Killing equation (A.8)) the CHS action (A.14) is invariant under
 h = [ e ?; h ] + f a ?; h g : (A.19)
This denes the action of the global CHS symmetry on the CHS elds. Since it acts linearly,
it preserves all dierent hn-parts of the CHS action separately; in particular, it leaves its
quadratic part in (A.14) invariant.
The interaction (2.6) between the CHS elds h and the conformal scalar (with currents
written in the un-dressed form, cf. (2.3), (2.8))
Sint[; h] =
Z
ddx h(x; @u) J(x; u)

u=0
; (A.20)
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is also invariant under the global CHS symmetry. This becomes manifest by writing it in
the operator form as
Sint[; h] = hj h^ ji; (A.21)
where h^ is the operator corresponding to the symbol h(x; p) .
B Cubic and quartic vertices in the CHS action involving constant h0
eld
Let us start with recalling that given the heat kernel expansion for the massless scalar
kinetic operator in conformal higher spin background,
Tr
h
e t(p^
2+h^)
i
=
1X
n=0
tn 2 an[h] ; (B.1)
the local CHS action in d = 4 can be dened as the second Seeley coecient (i.e. as the
coecient of the logarithmic UV divergence in the induced action)
SCHS[h] / a2[h] : (B.2)
Let us separate the spin-0 part of CHS eld h0 from the rest of the elds h
0 :
h(x; u) = h0(x) + h
0(x; u) : (B.3)
Here h(x; u) is dened in (2.7), (A.13) (the distinction between h(x; u) and h(x; u) will not
be important in traceless transverse gauge). Then restricting h0 to be constant one obtains
an[h] =
1X
m=0
( 1)m
m!
(h0)
m an m[h0] : (B.4)
In particular,
a2[h] = a2[h
0]  h0 a1[h0] + 1
2
(h0)
2 a0[h
0] +O(h30) : (B.5)
The heat kernel coecients an were calculated in [17] up to quadratic order in h ,
a2+m[h] =
Z
d4x
(4)2
r

8

1
2
@2x12
m
Um+ 1
2
 
(@x12  @u12)2   @2x12@2u12

 h(x1; u1) h(x2; u2)

x1=x2=x
u1=u2=0
+O(h3) ; (B.6)
a1 m[h] =
Z
d4x
(4)2
"
m;1 +

1
4
@2u
m
h(x; u)

u=0
+
r

8
Vm(@x12 ; @u12) h(x1; u1) h(x2; u2)

x1=x2=x
u1=u2=0
+O(h3)
#
; (B.7)
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where
Vm(@x; @u) =

1
4
@2u
m+1 1X
k=0
 
1
8 @
2
x @
2
u
k
 (k +m+ 2)
Uk+ 1
2
 
(@x  @u)2

; (B.8)
and U(z) is the same as in (A.14), i.e.
U(z) =
p
z
2
 
J
p
z
2

=
1X
m=0
1
m!  ( +m+ 1) 2

  z
16
m
: (B.9)
As a result, the CHS Lagrangian depending on constant h0 and traceless and transverse h
0
and written in momentum space reads (h(x)! ~h(p))
~LCHS[h] /
1X
s=0

1  4
p2

s+
1
2

~h0(0) +
8
p4

s+
1
2

s  1
2
  
~h0(0)
2
+O

~h30


 
p2
s ~hs(p; @u) ~hs( p; u)
23s  (s+ 32)
+O

~h03

; (B.10)
where ~hs(p; u) =
1
s!
~h1:::s(p)u
1 : : : us . Here the non-local terms with negative powers of
p2 should be discarded. Hence the cubic h0 h
2
s terms start from s = 1 where as the quartic
h20 h
2
s terms start from s = 2.
C Gauge xing and ghost action
In this appendix we shall discuss the ghost action corresponding to the traceless transverse
gauge on CHS elds.19 As we have shown in appendix A, the CHS gauge symmetry takes
a more concise form (A.15) in \dressed" basis of elds (dened by (A.13), (2.5), (2.7)).
It is thus more convenient to x the gauge in that basis. After all, in the transverse
traceless (TT) gauge we will use, the two bases become equivalent : h(x; u)jTT = h(x; u)jTT .
In addition, the scalar parts coincide with each other, h0 = h0, independently of the
gauge choice.
Restricting to the case where the only non-trivial background is constant h0 , the
symmetry transformation (A.15) reduces to the form,
 h(x; u) = u  @x e(x; u) +

u2   1
4
@2x + h0

a(x; u) ; (C.1)
where the elds h are doubly-traceless while the parameters e and a are traceless. We rst
gauge x h to be traceless utilizing the algebraic part of the symmetry (C.1) generated
by a . Let us note that this gauge xing requires in principle a nite transformation
rather than an innitesimal one. In fact, the transformation (C.1) is symmetry of the
classical action (5.18) even for nite parameters due to its quadratic nature. Imposing
@2u(h +  h) = 0 , we get the relation between a and e as
a(x; u) =   1
2(2 + u  @u) @x  @u e(x; u) ; (C.2)
19A discussion of an alternative gauge leading to simple gauge-xed action for free conformal higher spin
elds in at space and the corresponding ghost elds may be found in ref. [29].
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and the traceless CHS elds transform now as  h = T (h0; e) with
T (h0; e)(x; u) = PT

u  @x +
1
4 @
2
x   h0
2(2 + u  @u) @u  @x

e(x; u) : (C.3)
Here, PT is the traceless projector which is PT = 1   u
2(@u)2
4(s 2)+2d+u2(@u)2 when acting on a
spin s tensor.
Next, let us further gauge x the traceless CHS eld to make it also transverse by using
the transformation (C.3). Following the standard Faddeev-Popov procedure, this step of
transverse gauge-xing introduces the ghost action
Sgh =
Z
d4x


c
 @x  @u T (h0; e)
 e
 c
=
Z
d4x
1X
s=0


cs
 @x  @u PTu  @xcs+ 14 @2x   h0
2(s+ 3)
@u  @x
cs+2 : (C.4)
Here c(x; u) =
P1
s=0 cs(x; u) with cs(x; u) =
1
s! c1s(x)u
1   us is the generating func-
tion for the ghost elds and hajbi = 1s! a1s b1s is the index contraction. Since the
gauge parameter e is traceless, the ghost c and antighost c are both traceless.
For further analysis, we decompose the ghost c into traceless transverse (TT) compo-
nents as
cs(x; u) = PT
sX
r=0
(u  @x)s r cs;r(x; u) ; @2u cs;r = 0 = @x  @u cs;r : (C.5)
By plugging this decomposition for cs and cs+2 into the action (C.4), one can observe that
the rst two TT components cs+2;s+2 and cs+2;s+1 of cs+2 drop out in the summand. We
thus end up with
Sgh =
Z
d4x
1X
s=0
sX
r=0


cs
 @x@u PT (u@x)s+1 rcs;r+ks;r1
4
@2x h0

@2x
cs+2;r ; (C.6)
where
ks;r =
(s  r + 2)(s+ r   3)
4(s+ 2)(s+ 3)
: (C.7)
As follows from (C.6), one can thus completely remove the h0 dependence in the ghost
action by the ghost eld redenition
c0s;r = cs;r + ks;r
 1
4
@2x   h0

@2x cs+2;r : (C.8)
For a xed r , this redenition acts as a matrix which changes the value of s . Since
the form of this matrix is an upper triangular one with the identity diagonal elements,
the corresponding Jacobian is simply one. The conclusion is that the ghost determinant
contribution is trivial, i.e. does not depend on h0.
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